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In Harmony,

David Brown     Bethany Klynn
Creative Director    Board President

In the song Seasons of Love, the composer Jonathan Larson asks, “How do you measure a year 
in the life?” 

We doubt a year like 2020 was in mind when he penned that question. How do we measure a 
year that was dominated by experiences of loss, distance, protest, fear, and uncertainty? 

Will we measure it by the current space between us, or will it be measured by the increased 
appreciation for what we had, what may have been taken for granted? 

Will we measure it in our personal disappointments and frustrations, or will we measure it as 
one part of the greater human existence, as a part of a collective?

Will we measure this past year by what it took from us, or by what it has given us?

Larson tells us in his song that we must “measure in love.”  

Harmony will measure the year by the support from our community that kept our mission 
moving forward. We will measure the year by the people who continued to sing even when it 
was virtual. Harmony will measure 2020 by the courage of the women and men who even while 
incarcerated and extremely isolated continued to raise their voices.

Harmony will measure the year by the unprecedented donations of grocery gift cards, coats, 
clothing, school supplies, holiday gifts, hygiene supplies, and meals. 

Harmony will measure the year through the voices we raised, the hours we served, the passion 
for solidarity and commitment to equality and justice that we demonstrated. 

We will measure in love, because every person that showed up to sing, who found a way to 
serve, donated to a community drive, or gave a financial contribution, every one of those 
selfless acts were gifts of love. 

Your support and participation are beyond measure. 

A YEAR IN HARMONY
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The landscape has changed.
Our mission has not.
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Harmony Project Goes Virtual
Within two weeks of cancelling rehearsals and programs, Harmony regrouped 
to offer a new take on its mission. Featuring local artists, musicians, and wellness 
professionals, Harmony@Home reached 4,000+.

Physically Distant. Socially Connected.
Outreach calls were conducted on a weekly basis to all Harmony volunteers and new 
social media channels were designed to reach student participants and keep them 
engaged with Harmony and the teaching artists of Transit Arts. Virtual sessions with 
Friends in Harmony and prison arts program participants helped to combat isolation.

Sharing the Love
Harmony volunteers and prison arts program participants wrote letters of 
support and encouragement to neighbors facing greater isolation as a result of 
the pandemic as well as notes of appreciation to health care heroes and other 
caregivers on the front lines.

Big Give, Big Plans
Harmony spent the day of the Big Give sharing notes of appreciation and gratitude 
with front line workers and distributing handmade masks to serve neighbors in need. 
The summer weeks were also spent planning for Harmony’s reimagined Fall Season.

People Singing, Serving, and Connecting Weekly
In addition to the 500+ voice community chorus, programs came back online to 
serve differently-abled adults; men and women who have experienced homelessness; 
students from across the economic spectrum, yet predominately from low income 
households; men and women serving time; veterans; and restored citizens. Service 
projects continued and the first-ever virtual Concert for US was held in December 
– showcasing footage from the 2019 live event and a series of announcements 
regarding 2021.

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

SUMMER

FALL

It started out like most years. Registration for the spring season was 
complete in January, with nearly 530 individuals signed up for the Harmony 
Community Chorus. Harmony was honored to welcome the cast and crew 
of “Turning 15 on the Road to Freedom” for a special performance and 
to make an appearance on The Kelly Clarkson Show. Programs with local 
schools, prisons, and support service and housing providers began with 
new partners and revived energy. The annual Concert for Community was 
set: Gather at the River was slated to take place in June with the Rich Street 
bridge as the stage and the Columbus skyline as the most magnificent 
backdrop. While it all changed in March, Harmony marched on.

2020
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Sing Out. March On.
As calls for social and racial justice echoed 
throughout the nation, Harmony Project 
cultivated a list of resources to help combat 
the devastating impact of system racism 
and injustice. These resources have been 
posted to the organization’s website and 
shared on all social media channels.

Harmony was proud to team up for The HeART of Protest  
public art project with the The King Arts Complex – a 
46 (non-sequential) days of artistic protest to honor the 
46 years of Mr. George Floyd’s life. This effort served as 
both a catalyst and a documentation of the global social 
justice movement that continues. Harmony installed 
window clings on its office windows with lyrics to the 
song, “Sing Out, March On” by Joshuah Brian Campbell. 

The song first served as the theme for Harmony’s 2018 
Concert for US at Nationwide Arena. Campbell joined 
Harmony’s ensemble cast of 1,000 and delighted the 
audience with his passion and powerful voice. The song 
has found new energy at Pickaway Correctional Institution 
as members of Harmony’s prison arts program have 
found themselves within the lyrics: “Now I believe in the 
power of raising my voice. And I believe in the power of 
making some noise. If I die I can’t sing and if I can’t sing 
I’ll die. So we should sing for one another now let’s give 
it a try.”

Our mission: to build a more inclusive 
society by breaking down social barriers, 
bridging community divides, and 
empowering the voices of the people 
through arts, education, and volunteerism.

REIMAGINED. 
REINSPIRED.
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IN THIS TOGETHER
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While the landscape of 2020 has changed dramatically, 
Harmony's mission has not. In fact, it has evolved to meet the 
demands and the needs of the time. Through virtual events, 
song and creative writing workshops, guided meditation 
sessions, and rehearsals; calls for action, calls for service and 
donation drives; extended programs and new campaigns to 
encourage all Ohioans to cast their vote, Harmony's efforts seek 
to keep communities socially connected even as the pandemic 
has kept us physically apart.

1400+ Letters Written, Distributed
Love Notes written by volunteers and members 
of Harmony’s prison arts program at the Ohio 
Reformatory for Women were distributed to front 
line healthcare workers and care providers, including 
overnight emergency shelter staff.

700+ Masks Sewn, Shared
Harmony volunteers participated in the citywide 
Mask Up campaign by sewing more than 700 masks-
-some of which were created using overstock Har-
mony t-shirts. The masks were donated to Equitas 
Community Health.

700 Coats Donated
With volunteers leading the way, Harmony 
conducted its annual coat drive in partnership with 
Westside Urban Ministries. The 700+ coats were 
sorted and then distributed to Columbus City School 
students.
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National Appearances
Harmony kicked off 2020 with a national 
appearance on the Kelly Clarkson show. Chorus 
members braved the cold to raise their voices 
outside of the Franklin Park Conservatory as 
Columbus took center stage. In addition, Harmony, 
David Brown, and Barbara Fant were featured in an 
online segment, “A Path to Harmony” produced 
by The Nantucket Project in May. This event also 
featured Harmony’s Prison Arts program with the 
Ohio Reformatory for Women.

Turning 15 on the Road to Freedom
Harmony was honored to produce in February the 
nationally-touring musical titled “Turning 15 On 
The Road To Freedom.” Filled with traditional and 
original gospel and freedom songs, the production 
tells the story of the youngest person to participate 
in the 1965 Voting Rights March from Selma to 
Montgomery, Lynda Blackmon Lowery. With two 
live and free shows and talk back sessions with 
Ms. Blackmon Lowery, Harmony was proud to 
collaborate with the talented cast and crew.

Volunteerism
In February 2019, the organization extended 
its partnership with CRPD to the Sullivant 
Gardens Recreation Center (SGRC) in South 
Franklinton by adopting the site. After a 
significant service celebration in 2019 to 
commemorate Harmony’s 10th anniversary, 
volunteers continue to maintain the grounds 
of SGRC throughout 2020. Other service 
events included a musical instrument drive 
in partnership with the Columbus Music 
Commission, support for Meals on Wheels, 
events with Maroon Arts Group, and more.

2020 HIGHLIGHTS
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Empowering Voices
Harmony partnered with Orange Barrel Media, 
Creative Spot, The 5 Stones Group, and 
photographer Tariq Tarey (Harmony board 
member) to utilize the arts as a way to bring 
awareness to the importance of voting. The 
campaign incorporated the side of a downtown 
high-rise, electronic kiosks throughout the 
downtown corridor and the Short North, and 
social media platforms with the goal of increasing 
voter turnout and empowering the voices of the 
people of Columbus.

Big Table, Big Results
Harmony continued its tradition of service for 
The Big Table with The Columbus Foundation. 
Thanks to the generosity of volunteers and 
donors, Harmony collected and delivered over 
20 carloads of donated clothes and shoes to 
Community Development for All People on 
Columbus’ South Side. In addition, Harmony 
received over $5000 in grocery gift cards which 
were provided to Caroline Inspires--a nonprofit 
serving youth throughout the city.

Staying Connected
Bi-weekly virtual rehearsals with our flagship 
500+ voice chorus were enhanced with new 
vocal lessons for chorus members. Our Friends 
in Harmony program uplifted the voices of 
differently-abled adults, men and women who 
have experienced homelessness, and restored 
citizens through bi-weekly sessions. Programs 
for students, including our Kids In Harmony 
program, launched with new partners and 
prison arts programs broke down barriers with 
partners the Ohio Reformatory for Women and 
Pickaway Correctional Institution.

2020 HIGHLIGHTS – CONT'D.
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Barbara Fant Named Artistic Director
Performer, Artist, Writer, Teacher, Mentor, and now, Artistic Director. 
Harmony welcomed Barbara Fant at the beginning of 2020. Barbara 
has been writing and performing for nearly 15 years. She has 
represented Columbus in nine National Poetry Slam competitions and 
placed 8th out of 96 poets in the 2017 Women of the World Poetry 
Slam. She is a TEDx speaker and is featured in the Greater Columbus 
Arts Council’s Columbus Makes Art campaign, the 2017 Columbus 
Alive People to Watch issue, and 614 Magazine’s 2019 Interview 
Issue. She is the author of three poetry collections: Paint, Inside 
Out (2010) and two chapbooks RibCaged and Them Brilliant Suns 
(both in 2017). She is also the co-author of two stage productions, 
Black Staccato (2015) and Inside the Riot (2016). She has been 
commissioned by over ten organizations and has received residencies 
in Idyllwild, California; Havana, Cuba; and Sicily, Italy. She holds a 
BA in Literature, a Masters in Theological Studies, and an MFA in 
Poetry. In addition to her role with Harmony Project, she serves as 
a Master Teacher of poetry for Transit Arts. Barbara believes in the 
transformative power of art and has helped to evolved Harmony’s 
programming by adding creative writing workshops and working to 
expand prison arts programming.

A New Look for Thanksgiving
For eleven years, Harmony Project has provided a beautiful 
Thanksgiving Day meal for the residents of the Commons at 
Buckingham, a supportive housing community managed by National 
Church Residences and serving individuals who have experienced 
homelessness. Volunteers prepared the food, decorated the space, 
and provided a restaurant-like setting for approximately 100 guests 
each year. This year, with social-distancing as our current way of life, 
Harmony did not want to let this meaningful tradition come to an 
end. Gratefully, Hubbard Grille, a Short North restaurant and long-
time Harmony partner, stepped in to provide prepared and packaged 
meals. Featuring turkey, stuffing, and all the trimmings, the meals 
were delivered by Harmony volunteers and included a Harmony tote 
and hand-made cards from local school children. Participants of the 
Friends in Harmony program were among the recipients.

2020 HIGHLIGHTS – CONT'D.
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Increased Digital Footprint
Harmony’s new website launched 
in October, featuring updated 
information about the organization’s 
programs and services, social justice 
resources, links to videos, and 
information about volunteerism and 
performances. The organization also 
partnered with the experts at Geben 
Communication to bolster its social 
media presence and the results are 
in! Harmony’s reach and impressions 
grew by 81%, 150%, and 241% on 
Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter 
respectively the last half of the year.

Harmony's mission to build a stronger, more inclusive community starts with building bridges 
across social, cultural, and geographic divides. In 2020, we expanded our website to increase 
perspective and insight as we work together to amplify the calls for social and racial justice in 
our community and beyond.

Strategic, Artistic, Partners
Harmony teamed up in September 
with PACT, Maroon Arts Group (MAG), 
Besa and IMPACT Community Action 
to support the King-Lincoln Bronzeville 
neighborhood. Volunteers spray-painted 
and stenciled school desks to donate 
to local students for use at home. The 
desks provide each student his or her 
own designated place to learn and 
study, making remote-learning a little 
more fun.

2020 HIGHLIGHTS – CONT'D.
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IN THIS TOGETHER
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400+ Holiday Gifts Donated
Thanks to the generosity of Harmony volunteers and 
donors, the families and children served by Sullivant 
Gardens Recreation Center had a brighter holiday 
season. More than 400 toys and gifts were donated, 
reaching nearly 100 children and families.

3,500 Households Engaged
Approximately 3,500 households tuned in to 
view Harmony’s first-ever virtual Concert for US 
in December. This one-night event featured a 
performace by Barbara Fant, special announcements 
about 2021, and a song generated by editing 
together submissions from chorus members.

Top 10 Arts Organization
Harmony was once again recognized by Columbus 
Underground as a Top 10 Arts Organization. 
Readers and editors select the annual honorees, and 
Harmony was proud to share the spotlight with many 
partners, including Maroon Arts Group, Ohio Arts 
Council, and GCAC.

Harmony dedicates more than 50% of its annual budget to 
paying the salaries of artists and musicans: from members of 
the Harmony band and orchestra to muralists; from filmmakers 
to production artists. In 2020, the organization’s budget was cut 
dramatically due to the inability to host its two annual signature 
events. Nevertheless, Harmony maintained its priority of paying 
artists and musicians for their time and talent. As a result, nearly 
$130,000 was dedicated to supporting local professional artists.
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$50,000+

Harmony is able to live out its mission thanks in part to funding or 
sponsorship from the following individuals, families, foundations, 
organizations, small businessess, and corporations, in addition to 
government grants.

Sue and Bill Eubanks

Robert J. Weiler Family Fund
of The Columbus Foundation

SUPPORTERS
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$5,000+

George Barrett and Deborah Neimeth Fund 
of The Columbus Foundation

Jeri Block and Robert Schottenstein

Big Lots Foundation

Cardinal Health Foundation

Columbus Academy

Columbus Jewish Foundation

Crane Group

DiMarco Family Fund of  
The Columbus Foundation

DLM III Foundation/Miesse Fest

Donatos

Fifth Third Bank

Patrick Fleming and Richanne Zymkoski

Marilyn Friedman

Greater Columbus Arts Council

Hummingbird Fund of  
The Columbus Foundation

Huntington National Bank

IGS Energy

In Christy’s Shoes

Ingram White Castle Foundation

Mike and Linda Kaufmann

The Kelley Family Fund of  
The Columbus Foundation

Nancy J. Kingsley Fund of  
The Columbus Foundation

Jerome Kobacker Charities Foundation

L Brands Foundation

Lisa Kentgen

The Lurie, Jones, Ross Family

M/I Homes

Mills James

Ohio Arts Council

Victoria Powers and David Horn Fund  
of The Columbus Foundation

Redgrave Family Foundation of  
The Columbus Foundation

Kitty and Jim Soldano

The Columbus Foundation

TSG Advice Partners

Wexner Family Fund of  
The Columbus Foundation
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Besa

Central Ohio Leadership Academy

Columbus City Council

Columbus Downtown Development  
Corporation

Creative Spot

Columbus Partnership

Columbus Symphony Orchestra

Easton Community Foundation

Eleventh Candle Co.

Geben Communications

Homage

J.F. Wolfe Columbus Commons

King Arts Complex

L.A. Venneri, Inc.

Lincoln Theatre Association

Lowe's Home Improvement

Lutheran Social Services

Maroon Arts Group

National Veterans Memorial and Museum

Nationwide Arena

Nationwide Children’s Hospital

Ohio Prison Arts Connection

ReAction Plan, Inc

Ronald McDonald House Charities  
of Central Ohio

The Columbus Foundation

Tonic Studios

Like-minded people unite! Working together, 
we are achieving the mission of a stronger 
and more inclusive community.

COMMUNITY PARTNERS
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ABC6

ALVIS, Inc.

ARC Industries

City Year Columbus

Columbus Center for Human Services

Columbus City Schools

Columbus Monthly

Columbus Radio Group

Columbus Recreation and  
Parks Department

Correctional Reception Center

Dispatch Media Group

Donatos

Goodwill Columbus

IBA Support Services

KIPP Columbus

Linden-McKinley High School

Mentoring Center of Central Ohio

Mills James Productions

Minamyer Residential Care Services

National Church Residences

NBC4

Ohio Reformatory for Women

Orange Barrel Media

Pickaway Correctional Institution

Second Nurture

Sophisticated Living

South High School

Sullivant Gardens Recreation Center 

The 5 Stones Group

Transit Arts

United Schools Network

WAV (We Amplify Voices)

WBNS 10TV

WOSU

The spirit of collaboration is alive and well at Harmony. 
Working with our partners, our mission is amplified 
and proliferated throughout the community.

PROGRAM + MEDIA PARTNERS



Total Revenue: $1,056,250

Total Expenses: $954,523

Note: Harmony’s annual budget in 2020 was reduced sharply as a result of the 
COVID-19 Pandemic – by roughly 50% between 2019 and 2020.

The Big Give – $263,207
Individual Donations – $251,857
Foundation Grants – $183,800
Government Grants – $176,064
Corporate Contributors – $157,478
NPO Contribution – $13,375
Honorariums & Fees – $7,500
Merchandise – $2,969

Programs – $521,067
Management & General – $333,641
Fundraising – $99,815
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FY2020 FINANCIALS



ARTISTIC PASSION. 
SOCIAL PURPOSE.
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779 E. Long Street
Columbus, OH 43203

+614.564.9300

connect@harmonyproject.com
www.harmonyproject.com

STAY IN TOUCH
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word search.
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